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Title of Paper

In-text citations (MLA parenthetical format)

Bible: (NIV, Prov. 16.18).
One Author: (Gardner 100). Two Authors: (Gardner and So-and-So 201).
No author: (Title 100).
More Than One Work: (Kaku 42; McRae 101-133).

On-line, no pages: (Smith par. 14)
On-line, no paragraphs: (Wigglesworth lines 54-59) or (Wigglesworth screens 3-4)
Indirect Source: A Source Quotes Another Writer: (qtd. in Gardner 3: 18-19).

Note: If no author is available, substitute title.

Works Cited for Print Publications (Note: your list must be in alphabetical order.)


Two Authors in a Print Book:

Three or More Authors (et. al., Latin for “and others”) in a Print Book:
(Note the “;” not a “:” preceding the page numbers.)

Multiple Print Works by the Same Author:

Essay in a Print Book:
(Note the “.” instead of a “;” preceding page numbers.)

Article in a Print Scholarly Journal:

Anthology:
(Note: for a compilation, substitute “ed.” with “comp.”)
Electronic Sources for Works Cited

Work from an Online Service (such as ProQuest, JSTOR, WilsonSelectPlus, or Lexis-Nexis)


Article in an Electronic Scholarly Journal w/o Page Numbers
  n. pag. JSTOR. Web. 5 June 2008.

Material from an Online Encyclopedia

On-line Article with a stable URL Note: “You should include a URL as supplementary information only when the reader probably cannot locate the source without it . . . .” (*MLA Handbook* 5.6.1, p. 182)

Material from Online Newspapers, Magazines, Journalism


On-Line Material without Date


Miscellaneous Sources

Personal interview
Pei, I.M. Personal interview. 22 July 1993.

Poussaint, Alvin F. Telephone interview. 10 December 1998.

Rowling, J.K. E-mail interview. 8-12 May 2002.

Interview on Television or Videocassette
  Videocassette.


Film or Videocassette
  RKO, 1946. Film.